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Name:

Section: Date:

INSTRUCTIONS:

(1) DO NOT OPEN YOUR EXAM BOOKLET UNTIL YOU HAVE BEEN TOLD
TO BEGIN.

(2) This exam booklet contains 40 questions, each of which will be weighted equally
at 5 points each. The total points for the exam is 200 points.

(3) You may use one 8.5” x 11” note sheet during the exam. No other reference
materials or electronic devices may be used during the examination, i.e. no cal-
culators, cell phones, mp3 players, etc. Paper dictionaries are allowed.

(4) Questions will not be interpreted during the examination.

(5) You should choose the single best alternative for each question, even if you believe
that a question is ambiguous or contains a typographical error. If a question has
more than one best answer, credit will be given for any of the correct answers.
Provide only one answer.

(6) Please fill in the requested information at the top of this exam booklet.

(7) Use a #2 pencil to encode answers on the OMR form.

(8) Please encode the following on the OMR form:
– Last name and first initial
– MSU PID
– Exam form (3 A)

(9) Please sign the OMR form.

(10) Only answers recorded on your OMR form will be counted for credit. Completely
erase any responses on the OMR form that you wish to delete.

(11) You must turn in this exam booklet, the OMR form, your note sheet, and your
scrap paper when you have completed the exam. Be sure your name is on any of
these items that you would like to have returned.

(12) The exam ends at 2:45 pm. When leaving, please be courteous to those still
taking the exam.
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(1) Which of the following is correct?

(a) Python in an interpreted language.
(b) Python is a compiled language.
(c) The type of a variable in a Python program cannot change during execution

of the program.
(d) All of (a)–(c) are correct.
(e) None of (a)–(c) is correct.

(2) Consider the Python assignment statement: A = N/D

Under what circumstance does this statement cause an exception?

(a) When the value of D is 0.
(b) When the value of D is "1" (with the quotes).
(c) When N is not in scope.
(d) All of (a)–(c).
(e) None of (a)–(c).

(3) Consider the Python code:

fobj = open( "data.txt" )

for line in fobj:

print( line )

Under what circumstance will this code cause an exception?

(a) When the file "data.txt" exists, but is empty.
(b) When the file "data.txt" does not exist.
(c) When the file "data.txt" exists, but is not empty.
(d) This code will always cause an exception.
(e) None of (a)–(c) will cause an exception.

(4) Consider the Python code:

fobj = open( "data.txt" )

print( 100, file=fobj )

Under what circumstance will this code cause an exception?

(a) When the file "data.txt" exists, but is empty.
(b) When the file "data.txt" exists, but is not empty.
(c) When the file "data.txt" does not exist.
(d) This code will always cause an exception.
(e) None of (a)–(c) will cause an exception.
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A = 0

B = 0

C = 0

D = 16

while D > 0:

C += 3

if A < B or D < C:

A += 1

else:

B += 1

D -= 4

print( A ) # Line 1

print( B ) # Line 2

print( C ) # Line 3

print( D ) # Line 4

Figure 1

(5) In Fig. 1, what is printed by the line labeled Line 1?

(a) 3 (b) 1 (c) 2

(d) 0 (e) None of (a)–(d)

(6) In Fig. 1, what is printed by the line labeled Line 2?

(a) 0 (b) 1 (c) 2

(d) 3 (e) None of (a)–(d)

(7) In Fig. 1, what is printed by the line labeled Line 3?

(a) 12 (b) 6 (c) 0

(d) 15 (e) None of (a)–(d)

(8) In Fig. 1, what is printed by the line labeled Line 4?

(a) 12 (b) 16 (c) 0

(d) -4 (e) None of (a)–(d)
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b = {}

i = "We are the Knights who say \"Ni!\""

for k in [ s.lower() for s in i if s.lower() in "abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz"]:

try:

b[k] += 1

except KeyError:

b[k] = 1

print( b["a"], b["n"] ) # Line 1

l = list( b.items() )

print( max( l )[1] ) # Line 2

s1 = set( [2, 4, 9, 11] )

s2 = set( [ 2 * n for n in range( 1, 4 ) ] )

print( s1 | s2 ) # Line 3

print( s1 <= s2, s2 <= s1 ) # Line 4

Figure 2

(9) In Fig. 2, what is printed by the line labeled Line 1?

(a) 2 1 (b) 2 2 (c) 1 2

(d) 2, 1 (e) None of (a)–(d)

(10) In Fig. 2, what is printed by the line labeled Line 2?

(a) 3 (b) 1 (c) a

(d) y (e) None of (a)–(d)

(11) In Fig. 2, what is printed by the line labeled Line 3?

(a) {2, 4} (b) {2, 4, 9, 11, 2, 4, 6}

(c) {2, 4, 6, 9, 11} (d) {2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11}

(e) None of (a)–(d)

(12) In Fig. 2, what is printed by the line labeled Line 4?

(a) True True (b) True False (c) False True

(d) False False (e) None of (a)–(d)
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def gibberish( x, y, n ):

m = len( x ) + n

x.extend( y )

if n < len(y):

return x[:m]

a1 = [1, 2]

a2 = [1, 2, 3]

r1 = gibberish( a1, a2, 2 )

print( a1, a2 ) # Line 1

print( r1 ) # Line 2

a1 = [1, 2]

a2 = [1, 2, 3]

r2 = gibberish( a1, a2, 4 )

print( r2 ) # Line 3

Figure 3

(13) In Fig. 3, what is printed by the line labeled Line 1?

(a) [1, 2] [1, 2, 3] (b) [1, 2, 1, 2, 3] [1, 2, 3]

(c) [1, 2, 1, 2] [1, 2, 3] (d) None None

(e) None of (a)–(d)

(14) In Fig. 3, what is printed by the line labeled Line 2?

(a) [1, 2] [1, 2] (b) [1, 2, 1, 2]

(c) [1, 2, 1, 2, 3] (d) None

(e) None of (a)–(d)

(15) In Fig. 3, what is printed by the line labeled Line 3?

(a) [1, 2, 1, 2] (b) [1, 2] [1, 2]

(c) [1, 2, 1, 2, 3] (d) None

(e) None of (a)–(d)
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The program below has been split to fit on one page; to work the problems, assume the

code on the right appears immediately below the code on the left.

from string import ascii_uppercase

class myClass( object ):

def __init__( self, a_name="" ):

self.__ini = ""

for d in a_name:

if d in ascii_uppercase:

self.__ini += d

def __str__( self ):

out_str = ""

for c in self.__ini:

out_str += c + "."

if len(out_str) > 0:

return out_str

else:

return "N.P."

def __add__( self, other ):

if type( other ) == str:

other = myClass( other )

if type( other ) == myClass:

combo = self.__ini + \

other.__ini

combo = combo[::2]

return myClass( combo )

else:

raise TypeError

def __radd__( self, other) :

return self.__add__( other )

def __len__( self ):

return len( self.__ini )

def __eq__( self, other ):

if type( other ) == str:

other = myClass( other )

if type( other ) == myClass:

return self.__ini == other.__ini

else:

raise TypeError

m1 = myClass()

m2 = myClass("Monty Python")

m3 = myClass("The Holy Grail")

# REPLACE

Figure 4
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(16) In Fig. 4, what is printed if the comment is replaced with the statement:
print( len( m3 ) )?

(a) 0 (b) 6 (c) 3

(d) 5 (e) None of (a)–(d)

(17) In Fig. 4, what is printed if the comment is replaced with the statement:
print( m1, m2 )?

(a) M.P.T.H.G. (b) Monty Python (c) N.P. M.P.

(d) NP.MP. (e) None of (a)–(d)

(18) In Fig. 4, what is printed if the comment is replaced with the statement:
print( m2 + m3 )?

(a) M.P. T.H.G. (b) H.P.T.H.G. (c) H.

(d) M.T.G. (e) None of (a)–(d)

(19) In Fig. 4, what is printed if the comment is replaced with the statement:
print( "Harry Potter" + m1 )?

(a) M.P. T.H.G. (b) H. (c) M.T.G.

(d) H.P.T.H.G. (e) None of (a)–(d)

(20) In Fig. 4, what is printed if the comment is replaced with the statement:
print( m2 + 231 )?

(a) M.P.231 (b) M.P. (c) H.

(d) T.H.G. (e) None of (a)–(d)

(21) In Fig. 4, what is printed if the comment is replaced with the statement:
print( m2 == m3 )?

(a) True (b) False (c) Neither (a) nor (b)

(22) In Fig. 4, what is printed if the comment is replaced with the statement:
print( m2 != myClass( "Mary Poppins" ) )?

(a) True (b) False (c) Neither (a) nor (b)
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class Item ( object ):

def __init__( self, price=0.0):

self.price = price

def __str__( self ):

return "Item@${:0.2f}".format( self.price )

def cost( self ):

return 0

class Gadget ( Item ):

def __init__( self, price, qty=0 ):

Item.__init__( self, price )

self.qty = qty

def add( self, qty ):

self.qty += qty

def cost( self ):

return self.qty * self.price

class Bargain ( Gadget ):

def __init__( self, price, qty ):

Gadget.__init__( self, price, qty )

def cost( self ):

return self.qty * self.price * 0.2

class Gizmo ( Item ):

def __init__( self, proto ):

Item.__init__( self, proto.price )

def __str__( self ):

return "Gizmo"

GA = Gadget( 3, 5 )

GZ = Gizmo ( GA )

B = Bargain ( 2, 3 )

# REPLACE

Figure 5
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(23) Which of the following statements about the Python program in Fig. 5 is incor-
rect?
(a) Bargain is a subclass of Item, Gadget, and Gizmo.
(b) Item is a superclass of Gizmo, Gadget, and Bargain.
(c) Bargain inherits method add.
(d) Bargain redefines method cost.
(e) All of (a)–(d) are correct.

(24) In Fig. 5, which of the following is not a valid replacement for the comment?

(a) B.cost() (b) "{}".format( B )

(c) B.qty (d) Gadget( -10 )

(e) All of (a)–(d) are valid

(25) In Fig. 5, which of the following is a valid replacement for the comment?

(a) GZ.qty (b) str(GZ)

(c) __str__( GZ ) (d) Gizmo( 5, 3 )

(e) None of (a)–(d) are valid

(26) In Fig. 5, what is printed if the comment is replaced with the statement: print( B )?

(a) Bargain@$1.00 (b) Bargain@$2.00 (c) Item@$2.00

(d) Item@$2 (e) None of (a)–(d)

(27) In Fig. 5, what is printed if the comment is replaced with the statement:
print( isinstance( B, Gadget ), isinstance( B, Gizmo ) )?

(a) True True (b) True False (c) False True

(d) False False (e) None of (a)–(d)

(28) In Fig. 5, what is printed if the comment is replaced with the statement:
print( GA.cost() + GZ.cost() )?

(a) 18 (b) 15 (c) 30

(d) 45 (e) None of (a)–(d)

(29) In Fig. 5, what is printed if the comment is replaced with the statements:
B.add( 5 )

print( B.cost() )

(a) 16 (b) 1.2 (c) 6

(d) 3.2 (e) None of (a)–(d)
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from copy import deepcopy

A = [1, 2]

B = A

C = A[:]

D = [A, C]

print( A is B, A == B ) # Line 1

print( A is C, A == C ) # Line 2

E = deepcopy( D )

B.append( 3 )

print( E[0] is D[0], E[0] == D[0] ) # Line 3

print( E[1] is D[1], E[1] == D[1] ) # Line 4

Figure 6

(30) In Fig. 6, what is printed by Line 1?

(a) True True (b) True False (c) False True

(d) False False (e) None of (a)–(d)

(31) In Fig. 6, what is printed by Line 2?

(a) True True (b) True False (c) False True

(d) False False (e) None of (a)–(d)

(32) In Fig. 6, what is printed by Line 3?

(a) True True (b) True False (c) False True

(d) False False (e) None of (a)–(d)

(33) In Fig. 6, what is printed by Line 4?

(a) True True (b) True False (c) False True

(d) False False (e) None of (a)–(d)
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try:

ilst = input( "Enter numbers: " ).strip().split()

a, b = ilst[0], ilst[1]

a = int( a ) - 1

print( a + b, end="" )

except TypeError:

print( a, end="" )

except ValueError:

print( b, end="" )

print( a )

Figure 7

(34) Which of the following is not present in the Python program in Fig. 7?

(a) A key word parameter (b) A function invocation
(c) A method invocation (d) An exception handler
(e) All of (a)–(d) are present

(35) In Fig. 7, what is printed if the user enters "3 3" (without the quotes) at the
prompt?

(a) 52 (b) 33 (c) 22

(d) 2 (e) None of (a)–(d)

(36) In Fig. 7, what is printed if the user enters "3.1 3" (without the quotes) at the
prompt?

(a) 62 (b) 33.1 (c) 5.1

(d) 52 (e) None of (a)–(d)

(37) In Fig. 7, what is printed if the user enters "33" (without the quotes) at the
prompt?

(a) 32 (b) 22 (c) 33.1

(d) 62 (e) None of (a)–(d)
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def c(d):

try:

print( 1, end="" )

res = 8//int(d)

print( 2, end="" )

except ValueError:

res = 7

return res

def b(y):

try:

print( 3, end="" )

res = c( y )

print( 4, end="" )

except ZeroDivisionError:

return d

return res

def a(x):

try:

res = b( x )

print( 5, end="" )

return res

except NameError:

print( 6, end="" )

return 0

# REPLACE

Figure 8

(38) In Fig. 8, what is printed if the comment is replaced with: print( a( 1 ))?

(a) 123456 (b) 3158 (c) 312458

(d) 3157 (e) None of (a)–(d)

(39) In Fig. 8, what is printed if the comment is replaced with: print( a( "" ))?

(a) 123456 (b) 3158 (c) 31457

(d) 31257 (e) None of (a)–(d)

(40) In Fig. 8, what is printed if the comment is replaced with: print( a( 0 ))?

(a) 3160 (b) 31457 (c) 3150

(d) 3157 (e) None of (a)–(d)
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Scratch


